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ABSTRACT
Examining the different characteristics of open-source software in relation to security vulnerabilities, can provide the research community with findings that can lead to the development of more secure systems. We present a dataset where the reported vulnerabilities of 8694 open-source project versions, can be correlated with the corresponding source code and a number of software metrics. The metrics were obtained by analyzing the project’s source code via well-established tools. Apart from commonly used metrics (e.g. loc), we also provide data related to modern development trends such as continuous integration and testing. We outline motivational examples based on the dataset we describe.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The examination of diverse software characteristics (e.g. code size) in relation to security vulnerabilities has been a constant topic of interest to the research community [2, 6, 8]. However, current software development trends, such as Continuous Integration (CI), haven’t been studied from the software security perspective. Due to its nature, open-source software provides an opportunity for such a study.

We have created a dataset that correlates diverse software metrics derived from thousands open-source components with their (known) security bugs. To construct our dataset we examined the reports of the National Vulnerability Database\(^1\) (NVD), to search for vulnerable open-source project versions. Notably, the NVD provides many details regarding the severity of a defect and the impact it may have on integrity, confidentiality and more. Then, we cloned the corresponding project repositories and analyzed the source of the vulnerable versions to retrieve specific metrics. Our analysis was based on well-established tools and techniques. Apart from a number of standard metrics (e.g. lines of code), we have collected elements related to testing and continuous integration. This provides a way to examine if such methods indeed lead to more secure software. We have made some initial measurements to demonstrate how researchers can use our dataset and produce interesting results.

The contributions of our work are a) the construction process of a dataset that correlates software metrics derived from 8694 open source components with their security vulnerabilities, b) the dataset and, c) how it can be used to produce research results. To maintain the anonymity we make the source code and the dataset available on a file sharing service.\(^2\)

2 DATASET CONSTRUCTION
Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of our dataset construction process. The construction was done in four steps. First we collected and processed (1) the various vulnerability reports from the National Vulnerability Database (NVD) to produce a set of open-source projects containing software defects for further analysis. Then we cloned (2) the repositories of the selected projects. With the repositories at hand we mapped (3) version references (i.e. commit tags and branches) to the project versions retrieved during the first step. Based on the mapping, we checked-out (4) specific versions from the repository. Finally, by analyzing the code base of these versions, we retrieved code metrics and continuous integration traces. The results were then stored in a database, which is described in Section 3. In the following, we discuss each step in detail.

Refine
The goal of this step was to examine all vulnerabilities contained in the NVD and store them along with the projects that they affect. First, we parsed the JSON feed files of the NVD, and retrieved the CVE\(^3\) (Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures) entries, to capture reported defects. Notably, NVD enriches the information of a CVE entry with severity scores,\(^4\) technical information regarding the vulnerability, its category (as defined by MITRE’s Common Weaknesses and Enumeration\(^5\) list), and the project it affects. If multiple versions of a project are affected then the entry includes all these versions too. For every reported defect he have collected all the aforementioned details. Specifically, we have obtained 94010 CVEs for 7627 projects and their corresponding affected versions.

\(^1\)https://nvd.nist.gov/
\(^2\)https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SN0W5fD9ypTpGly-JECRvU6iswv1-P5iu
\(^3\)https://cve.mitre.org/
\(^4\)https://nvd.nist.gov/vulns-metrics/cves
\(^5\)https://www.mitre.org/
We then ordered the list of 7627 project in descending order with respect to the number of vulnerabilities.

Then, we manually inspected the first six-hundred projects (those who had the most reported defects) and selected those that satisfy the following criteria: (1) they are open-source, and (2) there is a publicly available repository that hosts their code-base. One hundred and fifty three (153) projects satisfied these criteria. Note also that we excluded cases where it was not clear if the source code matched the project that was registered in the NVD. For each of these 153 cases we manually specified the following data: their repository URL, their web-site URL, and their software category. Our categorization was based on the FreeBSD port classification.

A challenge during the first step was the existence of projects reported with different names due to simple misspellings (e.g. node.js : node.js and nodejs:nodejs), the change of the software vendor (e.g. rob_flynn:gain changed to pidgin:pidgin), or just variations of the names (e.g. xorg:x11 and x:x.org:x11). In order to have a unique entry for each project we examined the history of each project. Then we scanned the list of the 7627 projects and found 102 cases that had more than one names. For these cases we created a list that maps the product vendor and the name variations to one entry.

**Fetch** With the aforementioned list at hand, we cloned locally the 153 project repositories. As Figure 1 indicates, the various repositories were based on three different source control management systems, namely: Git, Mercurial, and Subversion. In this step we associated the project versions (found in the first step) with the version references (commit tags and branches) found in the corresponding project repositories. To achieve this we queried each repository with the appropriate commands for each case (e.g. git tag, hg tags, svn ls ~v /tags and, their branch listing commands respectively) and found that ninety-nine repositories had version references. For these projects we manually inspected the format of their version references by looking at each repository's history. Then we scanned the list of the 7627 projects and found 102 cases that had more than one names. For these cases we created a list that maps the product vendor and the name variations to one entry.

**Map** In this step we associated the project versions (found in the first step) with the version references (commit tags and branches) found in the corresponding project repositories. To achieve this we queried each repository with the appropriate commands for each case (e.g. git tag, hg tags, svn ls ~v /tags and, their branch listing commands respectively) and found that ninety-nine repositories had version references. For these projects we manually inspected the format of their version references by looking at each repository's history. Then we scanned the list of the 7627 projects and found 102 cases that had more than one names. For these cases we created a list that maps the product vendor and the name variations to one entry.

**Refine** In this step we associated the project versions (found in the first step) with the version references (commit tags and branches) found in the corresponding project repositories. To achieve this we queried each repository with the appropriate commands for each case (e.g. git tag, hg tags, svn ls ~v /tags and, their branch listing commands respectively) and found that ninety-nine repositories had version references. For these projects we manually inspected the format of their version references by looking at each repository's history. Then we scanned the list of the 7627 projects and found 102 cases that had more than one names. For these cases we created a list that maps the product vendor and the name variations to one entry.

**Analyze** Having the repositories and the project versions at hand, we created Python workers that operated in the following manner: Initially, the worker checks out a specific version. Then it scans the source code to identify files that contain testing code. The scan is based on the heuristics of reaper, a well-established tool by Muniaiah et al [7]. In its current state, the worker can identify testing code written in C, C++, C#, Java, Javascript, Objective-C, PHP, Python and Ruby. Finally, the worker invokes cloc ([Count Lines Of Code) which in turn, runs on both the source code of the repository and the testing code that was retrieved by the worker. cloc is commonly used in research to collect similar metrics [5]. The produced metrics are then stored in a MySql database.

Apart from the results of cloc, the worker also searches the project’s directories for specific configuration files that indicate the use of CI technologies. If it finds such instances, it also records that the developers employ CI for this project along with the type of the CI technology that was used.

## 3 DATASET DESCRIPTION

Table 1, lists some descriptive statistics regarding our dataset including the number of projects it contains, project versions based on CI and more. All the collected data are stored in a relational database that includes nine tables. All tables and their relations can be seen in Figure 2 Below we provide details for each table.

**CVE** contains vulnerabilities, their description, and metrics that involve their severity. The severity metrics were based on the second version of the Common Vulnerability Scoring System (version 2 was selected due to its better backwards compatibility compared to version 3). The CVE table is related to the CWE table.

### Table 1: Descriptive statistics measurements for our dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Projects</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Versions</td>
<td>23884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mapped Versions</td>
<td>8694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Vulnerabilities</td>
<td>17738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Versions with Testing Code</td>
<td>38650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Versions employing CI</td>
<td>1538</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

2. https://git-scm.com/

---

**Figure 2: VulinoSS database schema.**
CWE stores the vulnerability classification list which consists of the 716 categories and their corresponding descriptions. Each entry of the previous table is related to one of the categories of this one. Software Categories stores the list of software categories namely, operating systems, end-user applications, system and administration utilities, programming languages & development frameworks, web and network utilities, science and engineering. We created this list by grouping the 92 FreeBSD software port classification\textsuperscript{12} categories. This list can be customized and/or extended by researchers to fit their research needs.

Projects holds the data related to the 153 projects, selected during the first step of the collection process, and it is related to the Software Categories table. It also includes data about project vendors, websites, a URL that points to the project repository, the project’s version control system type and a boolean field that shows if the repository has version references.

Project Releases entries represent a project version, as reported in the NVD JSON feeds. This table stores 23884 different project releases, and each release refers to a project found the “Projects” table. In addition, we keep the version reference, (commit tag or branch) There are 8694 mapped versions, which account to the 36.4% of the total project releases. Finally, the table stores a reference to the “Continuous Integration Providers” table, which we describe later on.

Vulnerable Cases contains mappings between vulnerabilities and specific project versions.

Continuous Integration Providers stores a list of 9 continuous integration service providers, including Travis,\textsuperscript{13} AppVeyor,\textsuperscript{14} Circle,\textsuperscript{15} and more.

Programming Languages contains records of a programming language that the cloc tool can identify as valid. Specifically, 219 programming languages are stored here including Java, C, C++, PHP, Python, and JavaScript.

Code Metrics contains the metrics that we collected for every mapped version of a project during the analysis step (4), as we described in Section 2. If the project is written in more than one programming language, there are metrics for each case. Specifically, for each case the table contains the number of files (containing code written in this language), the lines of code, the numbers of blank lines and finally, the number of comment lines. Additionally, if testing code exists the corresponding metrics are repeated that code.

4 APPLICATIONS

We provide a number of examples that illustrate how researchers can harness our database.

Vulnerability Density with respect to testing ratio and continuous integration. The vulnerability density is the number of vulnerabilities per unit of code size. In our first measurement, we set the code size as 1000 lines. We consider as testing ratio the lines of code related to testing divided by the total lines of code for a specific version.

First, we wanted to observe how the vulnerability density measure is related to the testing ratio. Figure 3 illustrates this relation. Darker polygons represent more project releases corresponding to that chart area. The Figure indicates that there are significantly more vulnerable project releases when the testing ratio is lower. This observation may indicate that projects accompanied by testing code can be more secure.

We also attempted to correlate the two aforementioned measures with continuous integration. Figure 4 presents a similar plot but adds two colors to the various points of the graph. Red points represent project versions that make use of continuous integration while the blue points are versions that do not. The Figure indicates that CI has a positive effect on the code reducing the number of vulnerabilities that it contains.

Testing ratio and vulnerability severity. The severity of a vulnerability (low, medium, high) is an element that is of high importance in terms of security. We wanted to correlate the severity of the various defects of our dataset with the testing ratio of a project release. Figure 5 illustrates the average severity of the defects of a project version in relation to its testing ratio. A general observation is that the majority of the versions have a testing ratio lower than 40%. In addition, versions with a very low testing ratio appear to contain more severe vulnerabilities.

Vulnerability severity in non-bounds checking language. Programming languages such as C, C++ and assembly are more prone to security bugs because they lack a protection scheme against overwriting data in arbitrary parts of their memory space. For each project version written in such languages, we calculated...
the correlation of the corresponding code ratio, with the severity of this project’s vulnerabilities. Figure 6 illustrates the results of this measurement. In the hexagonal binning, we observe that releases with a high ratio of non-bounds checking languages seem to have slightly more severe vulnerabilities, compared to other releases.

5 LIMITATIONS

Limitations concerning our dataset involve the completeness of some project repositories. In particular, there are old project versions that do not exist in the project’s active repository. Hence, if the NVD has entries regarding these versions the mapping step will fail. A potential solution would be to retrieve legacy repositories, if they indeed exist.

A threat to the internal validity of our dataset construction could be the limited analysis that our worker processes perform to identify testing code. However, our scripts can be easily extended with additional modules that search for testing code written in more languages.

6 RELATED WORK

Massacci et al. [4] examined the evolution of security vulnerabilities by examining six major versions of Firefox. To do so they created a database schema that contained information coming from the "Mozilla Firefox-related Security Advisories" (MSFA) list. Bugzilla entries and more. Mitropoulos et. al [6] have presented a dataset with the software bugs (including security bugs) of the Maven repository. To produce this dataset the authors scanned all the JAR files of the repository with the Findbugs static analysis tool.17

On the ci front, Vasilescu et. al. [9] have analyzed the historical data of GitHub and reported that continuous integration has a positive effect on bug reporting when it comes to core-developers (up to 48%).

7 CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a dataset that contains vulnerable open-source project versions, details about their defects (e.g. severity), and a number of metrics related to their development process (e.g. if testing code exists). We have also shown how our data can be used to extract results about the relation between security bugs and software development techniques such as testing and continuous integration.

Our dataset can be used to complement existing ones such as gthorrent [3], RepoReaper [7], and TravisTorrent [1], to investigate the security aspects of a software artifact with respect to its software development team and the characteristics of its development process such as, the number of contributors and the number of issues.

The dataset, together with the scripts used for its construction will be made publicly available on GitHub under a Creative Commons License with the paper’s camera ready version.
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